Delivering quality across the entire workflow
Software release success enabled by continuous quality

Delivering quality across the entire workflow
Almost all firms have a combination of core established systems and newer,
often more Agile applications. Most run disconnected quality processes and
testing across each. Problems slip through the cracks.
This research examines, therefore, the following challenges:

Introduction

• QA strategy and priorities: how to develop an holistic strategy for
development and link it to effective quality management;
• Delivery architecture: how to implement high quality software in evolving
architectures and with increased frequency of releases; and
• Benchmarking: how to track and measure return on investment and
delivery of quality.

In conducting this research, the QA Vector® team spoke to 33 technology
leaders during February and March 2020 at major banks, asset managers and
insurers, predominantly in Europe and North America.
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Delivering quality across the entire workflow: established thinking and systems inhibit progress

70% of firms are moving to
continuous testing but
established approaches
inhibit them

Firms struggle to overcome the
lock-in to waterfall through a
tendency to design and test
functionality across incomplete
workflows.

80% have initiated Agile
but don’t integrate their
development or QA

Pure Agile approaches are reserved
for the small domain of front-end
systems or totally new fintechs.

69% release software monthly
or more often but their
processes aren’t built for it

Delivering Agile-style rhythms
predicated on legacy processes
increases the risk of software
failure.

22% can’t identify target
outcomes for their Agile
shift

Traditional, waterfall-based
metrics don’t make sense, nor
encourage best practice in an Agile
enabled world.

30% don’t prioritise testing
by criticality

Prioritising QA effort for the
systems that matter most may well
improve the business value of QA.

67% of firms don’t
measure RoI on QA

Creating an effective, reportable
measure of the effectiveness of QA
and value returned from the
investment in quality are key to
securing funding for process
modernisation.
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Agile, modernising ways of working are hindered by pre-existing
ownership arrangements.

QA strategy and priorities

While they pursue Agile ways of working and, ultimately, full DevOps, most
firms have key systems that are built on established, waterfall technologies and
processes. Thinking is often led by the waterfall, safety-first approach. This
inhibits a whole-of-journey quality perspective, encouraging a balkanised
approach.
Over the next three slides, we set out the key QA strategy and priority issues
articulated by senior process owners across the delivery lifecycle at major
financial firms.
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QA strategy and priorities: delivering a continuous solution for quality
How mature are your continuous testing practices?

No current
plans
15%

Fully
continuous
6%

Established systems and processes still dominate, with
some lock-in to waterfall at most firms:
• processes and architecting for solutions is based in
assumptions of the need to work in individual
entrenched components
Continuous
for digital
27%

Future
plans
12%

70% or more of financial firms say they wish to move to continuous testing
practices, yet established systems and approaches dominate.

• Agile approaches and tools are often reserved for the
small domain where modernising approaches are being
applied

Figure 1 – firms’ efforts to mature continuous testing
practices beyond build & regression is inhibited by
established components and interconnects.

• some 27% are targeting higher release capacity
than business need but more and more are
actually releasing from daily to monthly – i.e. on
an agile-style rhythm even from waterfall style
processes
• to enable choice for application owners and
address absorbability, dependency and risk
constraints.

• only a very small number of firms take an holistic,
DevOps or integrated hybrid approach to quality design

External interconnects, between newly built, changed and
existing components keep respondents up at night:

Build through to
regression is continuous
40%

Firms often have a spectrum of release frequencies:

• as a result of environment contention leads to
unreliable software releases.
• as many as 27% indicate that potential solutions could
involve service virtualisation or contract-based testing
• however, up to 12% say that they forego system
integration testing altogether, in favour of speed.

Product owners need to be closer to where the rubber
hits the road, otherwise Agile is just a way of
compressing waterfall into smaller slices.
– Head of QA for Wealth Management, Global Bank

Creating more continuous tests and increasing our
evergreen automation rate is how we deliver value to
development.
– Global Head of QA, Global Bank
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QA strategy and priorities: addressing complex platform integration challenges
What is your current frequency of drops
and what are your future plans?
Fortnightly
16%

• web and mobile platforms consume between
25% and 45% of firms’ testing effort.
Quarterly or
slower
31%

Daily
9%
Continuous
4%

Firms are shifting focus towards digital platforms:

Monthly
22%

Weekly
18%

Reduce risk
29%

Enable
business
agility
9%
Future software
release plans

• whereas legacy, though diminishing in absolute
size-of-estate terms, occupies around 35% of
testing effort.

Increase
frequency
18%
No changes
planned
7%

Figure 2 – firms have increased their average frequency of
drops but intend to focus near-term effort on building out
more effective release machinery.

Private cloud adoption may enable the
implementation of modern CI/CD toolchains:
• some 21% have indicated that cloud-based
CI/CD toolchains may be easier to consume and
integrate into their delivery model.

• suffers redundancy at some 30% of firms – both
planned and accidental.

• but up to 24% say that the move to the cloud
introduces new integration risks (related, in
part, to data residing on premise and
applications moving to the cloud), API layer
challenges and requirements to synchronize
pre-production and production environments.

• localised priorities, weight of legacy and greater
focus on unit testing over SIT are key
contributing factors.

• firms, as a result, need re-think their preproduction practices to grasp a move to CI/CD
enabled by cloud.

We don’t currently use AI in QA – it is a solution looking
for a problem, in the same way that there is no point in
owning a Ferrari in central London. A Citroen is
perfectly adequate.

Until we have a cohesive cloud migration strategy,
emulating production on the cloud is a challenge. The
complications may well supplant the cost savings.

Testing across combinations of platforms:

Current release
frequency

Improve delivery
coordination
21%

69% of firms release application changes to production monthly or more often, with
21% prioritising better future coordination over faster delivery.

– Head of Software Engineering, UK Insurer

– Head of Quality Engineering, Global Bank
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QA strategy and priorities: prioritising testing effort by criticality may improve impact
How do you prioritise QA and testing effort?

Did not
comment
20%

Business
critical paths
5%

30% of firms have not implemented a business criticality prioritisation
method for QA.

QA effort is often not formally prioritised by
business criticality:
Impact
assessment
20%

• around 5% of firms prioritise critical user
journeys
• application-level impact assessments apply
at 20% of firms
• gut feeling prevails at up to 25% of firms
• 30% or more do not prioritise and a further
20% were not willing to comment.

We don’t
prioritise
30%

Instinct,
gut feeling
25%

Figure 3 – most firms do not apply a formal
prioritisation method for QA time, effort.

DevOps is an effort to improve agility and address
frustrations with technology – to reduce cost, duration
overruns and fundamental issues with software
releases.
– Product Owner, Global Asset Manager

The result of lack of prioritisation is that quality
leaders are often left with a cost versus time-tovalue and reinvestment trade-off:
• around 20% of firms are pursuing cost
reductions
• whereas improved time-to-value, core
modernisation accounts for 20% of firms’
priorities
• risk mitigation (at some 25%), aligning to the
needs of the business (at 20%) by becoming
more Agile (at 15%) accounts for the remainder.

We don't have the capability to test interdependencies:
we focus on rapidly, thoroughly testing at the unit level
and assume the system will work at a global level if those
pass.
– Head of Testing Practices, Global Bank
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Firms’ pursuit of faster release frequencies is inhibited by existing
infrastructure.

Delivery architecture

Market pressure demands firms pursue agile release rhythms, albeit whilst still
dragged down by the weight of established and disconnected delivery
workflows.
Over the following three slides, we present the time-and-quality constraints
these dynamics place on software leaders at financial firms.
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Delivery architecture: closer integration of QA across systems, team siloes is critical
How would you describe your delivery model in
development & QA? Is it mostly …

Waterfall
12%

DevOps
3%

80% or more of financial firms have begun the shift towards an Agile delivery model,
yet an integrated approach to quality is often absent.
Up to 72% of firms have a hybrid delivery model but
with a high dependency on core waterfall,
established, often regulated components:

Agile
13%

• for over 55% of firms, Agile is the preferred
approach at the front-end
• fully 42% of firms indicate that product owners
are reluctant to pursue CI/CD for mainframe
• yet up to 26% of firms say that systems built
using Agile tend to be more reliable.
Some 24% of firms say that a waterfall delivery
model inhibits ability to keep pace with regulatory
changes,
• however, 9% say that Agile is not fit for delivering
regulatory changes.
Heads of DevOps were surprisingly remote from the
QA process; for these, QA is not a structural priority.

Hybrid
72%
Figure 4 – most firms have begun to pursue Agile and
DevOps, but much of the journey still remains.

Meeting regulatory directives in waterfall is akin to how
we observe the nature of distant stars – a great way to
keep pace with the past.
– VP of Risk Management, Global Asset Manager

It is striking how locked in firms are to longestablished assets:
• up to 85% of respondents have limited authority
over part of the delivery workflow
• whereas those others that do have full authority
often can’t envisage how full automation could
improve system reliability
• some 36% of respondents view these as
untouchable from a quality perspective and can’t
conceive of a way to introduce modern
architectures
• this means, at best, that firms are able to only do
continuous automation for limited slices,
workflows
• respondents view these pre-existing assets as
untouchable from a quality perspective when they
are architecting a solution.

The main challenge inhibiting the implementation of
continuous testing across systems is the way our
processes in QA integrate with other teams.
– Chief Architect, Global Bank
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Delivery architecture: embedding QA specialists into delivery teams is under way
How integrated are your QA and development
organisations?
Other
fundamentals
prioritised
18%

Dev and QA
are integrated
24%

Lines between
testing roles
are blurred
15%

24% of firms say that they have integrated QA into the development organisation,
whereas 18% prioritise solving other fundamental challenges.
Firms indicate legacy governance practices are the
main inhibitor in the pursuit of continuous testing:

Efforts to rebalance delivery models are evolving, to
overcome time-and-quality constraints:

• some 33% feel they encumber themselves with
arbitrary, unnecessary risk controls

• some 24% of firms have integrated the quality
function into the development organisation

• reducing decision cycle times is a key motivation for
streamlining risk governance at 18% of firms

• embedding dedicated, technical specialists into
development is a near-term aim for 43% of firms

• whereas up to 21% seek to involve stakeholders
from risk into their evolving Agile initiatives-in-flight

• around 15% of firms indicated there is no
material difference between technical, dedicated
specialists, developer and business testing roles
in their implementation of Agile

Test data management is perceived as a key risk factor
across delivery styles:
• fully 42% of firms have concerns with their current
test data management practices
• firms tend to seek leverage from cloud migration
and data protection mandates for appropriate
funding.
Embedding
technical specialists
43%

Figure 5 – firms often begin their journey to Agile ways of
working by embedding technical, dedicated specialists
into the development organisation.

Getting full visibility and understanding of where the
bottlenecks are across the end to end customer journey
is difficult.

• other fundamental changes are prioritised ahead
of organisational model redesign by 18% of firms.

We’ve migrated the low hanging fruit – it is fairly swift
to embed continuous testing for internal systems.
– Head of Software Engineering, UK Insurer

– Head of Agile Ways of Working,
UK Retail Bank
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Delivery architecture: Agile transformations fit into a larger context for change
What are the major inhibitors to adopting AI and
how do you use intelligent automation in QA?

Poor test data
management
23%

Lack of
trust
20%

Scalability
17%

Fundamental
issues
33%

Prioritise
effort
18%

Agile often forms part of a larger change portfolio:

QA remains largely compartmentalised:

• up to 15% of firms indicate that some
constraints are easier to address outside of
change to Agile

• about 33% say they have initiated continuous
testing.

• examples include improving test environment
management, adopting modern toolchains as
part of cloud migration
Automation practices are maturing, where:
• up to 30% of firms have started to shift their
focus to improving evergreen automation rates

Inhibitors to AI
Evergreen
Automation
30%

Improve
performance
21%

No real
use case
7%

23% of firms report that their current test data management practices inhibit further
adoption of artificial intelligence in QA.

• some 21% say that self-healing (otherwise
known as intelligent automation) may help to
avoid the maintenance trap

Initiating
9%
Not used
22%

Current use
of intelligent
automation

Figure 6 – quality leaders suggest that AI holds little
value, focussing instead on intelligent automation.

• fully 18% have leveraged predictive analytics –
and called it AI – for hotspot prediction,
prioritisation of QA effort

DevOps is driven by IT but fits into our broader change
portfolio. Getting proper guidelines in place to move
forward in the right way and enable DevOps through
other programs is key.
– Head of DevOps Transformation,
European Bank

• a further 33% have achieved full implementation
of continuous testing for modern systems
For the remaining 33%, inhibitors often include
difficulties in:
• breaking down process silos - to bring product
owners closer to delivery teams and embed QA in
development
• training dedicated specialists on automation
principles and improving business orientation
• modernising delivery practices for legacy systems

Microservices based systems built on full CI/CD
pipelines tend to be more reliable: it is much harder to
deploy CI/CD for monolithic applications.
– Global Head of QA, Global Bank
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Value stream management in QA is a challenge.

Benchmarking

Our research shows that while most measure investment (spend) there is a lack
of clarity on how to measure return.
These next three slides set out those benchmarking and funding model
challenges identified through our discussions with these economic decisionmakers on quality spending.
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Benchmarking: establish continuous value oriented ROI measures
How does your firm track return on investment
from delivery, quality assurance?

As many as 82% of firms know the cost of QA, at a
high level:
• more than 73% of firms track effort, spend by
project, whilst approximately 9% track across
programmes

Pursuing
funding model
changes
18%

• firms rarely (around 12%) track granular
breakouts.
• where reported, resourcing for functional
requirements far outweighs non-functional.
Traditional metrics (such as cost of QA, tests passed
/ failed, code coverage, etc.) don’t tell the story
clearly in an Agile / DevOps world:

ROI is measured
across programs
3%

ROI is
measured at
project level
12%

67% of financial firms have no effective measurement of ROI on their QA expenditure.

• firms’ pursuit of Agile tends to mean that QA
effort and benefit are hidden
Not
measuring
ROI
67%

Figure 7 – most firms know the cost, but not the
business value of effort allocated to QA.

• some 24% of firms say traditional metrics drive
undesirable behaviours
• up to 18% of firms are seeking metrics suitable
for a unified operating model

A small number of firms are building pipeline-driven
reporting and analytics of test coverage and
performance, defects, etc but not overall quality.
There is a clear challenge in creating an effective
reportable measure of the value or return delivered
from the investment in quality.
Our OKRs are critical to understand where our customer
pain points are and motivate us to improve user
journeys. We are working on correlating improvements
in net promoter score to test design and delivery effort.
– Head of Digital Engineering, UK Bank
Agile has been adopted faster in IT to drive cost
reductions, but finding the right way to prioritise
feature delivery, i.e. aligning allocation of effort to
customer impact is a challenge.
– Head of Transformation, UK Retail Bank

We don’t have a defined concept for return on
investment in QA.
– Global Head of QA, Global Asset Manager

We don’t track return on investment at all: teams know
intuitively if they are getting value and what will work
best in a given scenario.
– Head of Engineering, UK Retail Bank
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Benchmarking: secure funding by linking investment in QA to software performance
What improvements in delivery outcomes is your
firm targeting?
Feature
Production throughput Maturing
incidents
9%
automation
14%
Defect
22%
leakage
19%
Reduced
cost
Code
25%
coverage
12%
Current target
outcomes

Mean time
to recover
15%

Lead time
to deploy
14%

Change
failure rate
24%
Future target
outcomes

Struggling to define
target outcomes
22%
No single
framework
25%

22% of financial firms are struggling to define suitable target outcomes for an Agile enabled world.
With one possible exception, firms do not meaningfully
track return on investment:

So funding model and benchmarking changes may be
required:

• some 20% of firms seek (but rarely achieve!)
correlation, traceability of incidents back to delivery
effort

• project based funding (in place at over 80% of firms)
inhibits ability to change culture, delivery practices
and innovation.

• more than 40% of firms struggle to balance cost
reductions against improving time-to-value and
reinvestment
There is anecdotal but not quantified evidence that
Agile-led process change improves the value of QA to
the business:
• some say that the introduction of CI/CD pipelines
reduces the need for higher levels of testing, such as
overall solution or end-to-end process testing
• the lines between overall solution testing, end-toend process testing and component level testing
according to 21% of firms
• but if firms rely too heavily on their toolchains to
identify issues across process flows, this may cause
new risks.

Without the ability to show how investment in QA links
directly to improvements in software performance,
quality leaders are struggling to secure funding for
investment in process modernisation.
We don’t prioritise our effort by application severity –
finding metrics that create the right behaviours in Agile
is a challenge.
– Head of Engineering, UK Retail Bank
We haven’t been able to find a framework that makes
sense in our market context, but we are experimenting
with OKRs, to measure local throughput and utilisation
of teams.
– Product Owner, European Bank
We have one budget for innovation and another for
BAU, causing challenges at embed phase. A program
based funding model would help to realign stakeholder
priorities, to do the right thing whether or not it is new.

Figure 8 – though firms often use traditional waterfall measures in
QA, some have begun to move towards methods for continuously
– Head of Innovation, Middle Eastern Bank
articulating business value.
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Benchmarking: evaluate performance by measuring customer impact
How do you capture anecdotal feedback from
the business and end-users?
Did not
comment
6%
Not
tracked
24%

Formally
tracked via
tooling
15%

24% of firms do not capture anecdotal feedback from the business or end-users.
Identifying impact across user journeys is – as
increasingly articulated – more than simple aesthetics:
• for some 33% of firms, the delineation between net
promoter score and performance metrics is blurring
• those firms tend to prioritise reductions in user
effort across the journey, latency and improved ease
• however, only 15% of firms formally track the
change in net promoter score over time

Tracked via
structured
feedback
channels
21%

Informally
tracked
34%
Figure 9 – although firms increasingly see the lines between net
promoter score and performance metrics blurring, few are
formally tracking how these are changing over time.

Demonstrating the value of QA depends largely on the
audience:
• over 60% primarily report to the CIO – and by
extension the CFO – for whom cost reduction is key
• whereas for the 20% for whom integration with the
risk function is mature, the case for reinvestment is
more easily couched as prevention over cure.

Ultimately, many firms indicate the target outcome
for Agile-led operating model redesign is to achieve
progress rather than perfection:
• 24% of firms define commercial defect tolerances
in order to keep pace with the market
• 18% of firms intend to pass value oriented targets
to vendors in outcome-based contracts.

If we don't find a way – through Agile or other means –
to match the solution-based approach of fintech firms,
our market share will shrink.
– Head of Software Factory, Global Asset Manager
We have traditional metrics like code coverage and
defects reported, but QA is increasingly measured on
how well it can deliver on the needs of the business.
– Head of Engineering, Global Bank
Our measurements are outcome-based, with customer
impact in mind. We were able to deliver a paperless
mortgage application process three months ahead of
schedule using Agile, for example.
– Head of Business Agility, UK Bank
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70% of firms are moving to
continuous testing but
established approaches inhibit
them

Firms struggle to overcome the lock-in
to waterfall through a tendency to
design and test functionality across
incomplete workflows.

80% have initiated Agile
but don’t integrate their
development or QA

Key findings

69% release software monthly or
more often but their processes
aren’t built for it

Delivering Agile-style rhythms
predicated on established
processes increases the risk of
software failure.

22% can’t identify target
outcomes for their Agile
shift

30% don’t prioritise testing by
criticality

Pure Agile approaches are reserved
for the small domain of front-end
systems or totally new fintechs.

Traditional, waterfall-based
metrics don’t make sense, nor
encourage best practice in an Agile
enabled world.

Prioritising QA effort for the
systems that matter most may well
improve the business value of QA.

67% of firms don’t
measure RoI on QA

Creating an effective, reportable
measure of the effectiveness of QA
and value returned from the
investment in quality is key to
securing funding for process
modernisation.
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Research methodology

The next slide covers the research methodology and respondents
demographics including seniority, function and region.
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Methodology and respondent demographics

Quality (QA/QE)

C Level

DevOps

Global Head

Seniority

Europe

Function

VP / Director
Manager

Transformation
Product
Architecture
Risk

Americas

Region

Asia Pacific
Middle East
and Africa

Figure 11 – respondent distribution by seniority, function and region
Analysts for QA Media spoke to 33 senior technology leaders during February and
March 2020 at major banks, asset managers and insurers.
We spoke with functional leaders across the quality assurance, quality engineering,
DevOps, transformation, product, architecture and risk areas, up to and including the
C-level.
The majority of our fieldwork, on which our findings are based, was conducted at the
so-called C-minus-one level. This classification includes global heads of function, vice
presidents and directors.
QA Media is based in the UK, but our research is global.

In this study, our respondents were drawn from the UK, USA, Canada,
India, Israel, Denmark, France, Luxembourg, Netherlands, Peru,
Singapore, Sweden and South Africa.
Our discussions with these senior executives encompassed strategic
priorities, key constraints, benchmarking practices and tactical
enablement issues.
Based on these conversations, we applied our QA Vector® methodology
to identify the key insights that will enable software leaders at financial
firms to pursue the next phase of their effort to transform the quality
function from the user journey perspective.
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QA Media was established in 2015. We provide the only specialist
information services platform serving senior software decision
makers in quality assurance, DevOps and operational risk
management at financial institutions.
We produce research insights, conferences, webinars and news
crafted to address the specific needs in our domain. Our insights
investigate critical issues as firms transition from waterfall to
DevOps and from manual to automation, exploiting technologies
such as AI and the cloud.

Contact us:
shane.hill@qa-financial.com
+44 20 3961 5743

Our audience trusts us for information that helps make the right
decisions, today. Our research team has over 40 years experience of
conducting research into the issues affecting leaders at the
intersection of technology and financial services.

Eggplant is an international software business based in London, with
regional offices around the world.
Eggplant provides a set of tools to support the design, development,
test and management of software applications to more than 650
enterprises in over 30 countries. Eggplant support mainframe,
desktop and mobile use in any technology platform environment.
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